High Power USB

High Power USB
TUF-R®/HP is our latest generation Power Delivery module.
TUF-R®/HP allows you to charge your laptop, phone or tablet
quickly and easily via a type-C USB. The small form factor of
our TUF-R®/HP alongside the rest of the animate range means
you can install TUF-R®/HP in a number of previously inaccessible
situations.
The reversibility of the TUF-R®/HP’s Type A and Type C sockets
makes it far less likely to be damaged while in use and has been
independently tested to over 10,000 insertions.
All of the QikFit and ANIMATE range is based on a plug and play
system, allowing anyone to fit it virtually anywhere. Stand alone
or integrated, ANIMATE BRINGS YOUR FURNITURE TO LIFE!
•Patented replaceable USB cartridge •USB Type C and USB Type
A with up to 72W Power Delivery •Reversible USB A&C •Internal
overload protection •Integrates into OE units •Integrates into OE
QikFit
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Public transport

ARC-H Wireless
Charger

We spend so much of our time travelling, whether to and from

work or visiting friends and family, being able to keep those
devices charged should no longer be a luxury but a prerequisite.
For business travellers, the train becomes your office and that
project will never get completed if your laptop dries up and dies.
TUF-R /HP charging provides enough power to charge phones,

QF PSU

®

tablets and laptops throughout your journey.
Each QF TUF-R®/HP module is supplied via a 70W power supply
direct from the train’s own AC circuit. Simple to fit and replace in
case of damage. In fact, the QF TUF-R®/HP can be replaced with
the power still on and the train still moving.

QF TUF-R®/HP USB
Charger

QF PSU

QF TUF-R®/HP USB
Charger
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Sit/Stand Workstations
Sit-Stand desks are becoming more and more necessary within
workplaces. By integrating our QF PSU and TUF-R®/HP it would
be possible to power a laptop, a wireless charger and the desk
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itself, all from one 13A plug. This would reduce the number of
cables on the floor and simplify the process of installation and
churn.

Sit/Stand Control Box
QF PSU

Piccolo DC

ARC-H Wireless
Charger

QF PSU
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PICCOLO
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Conference Tables

3

We’ve all been there; a conference table full of people, their

laptops, AND their cables, either pouring all over the table or

ARC-H Wireless
Charger

trailing all over the floor to the nearest 13A wall socket. QF TUF-R®/
HP charger allows users to charge their laptop or phone, or both

QF PSU

without the need for their standard cable. Delivering up to 72W
in total, QF TUF-R®/HP provides enough power to charge both.
A single lead from a 13A wall socket can power multiple QF

PSUs which in turn, power each PICCOLO DC USB Charger. It’s
also possible to add through surface wireless chargers cutting
down on even more unnecessary cables. Ask for details on our
conference desk DELEGATE KIT.
The ANIMATE range connects seamlessly to our existing QIKFIT
AC mains power range. If you have a fixed AC device such
as a wall-mounted TV, a QIKFIT power module (available with
UK, Euro, French-Belgian, Australian and Swiss sockets) can be
added to the circuit to take care of it.

PICCOLO

QF PSU

Piccolo DC
ARC-H Wireless Charger

Delegate Kit

QF PSU
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Components
QF TUF-R®/HP

42mm TUF-R HP

With its small form factor, QF TUF-R®/HP is
perfect to integrating into furniture. When
combined with our 70W Power Supply Unit
QF TUF-R®/HP offers up to 60W delivery from
the Type-C USB, ideal for laptops, and up to
12W from the Type-A USB which is ideal for
phones and tablets.

Our patented round 42mm TUF-R®/HP fits
into all OE Electrics’ existing units and when
combined with our internal or external Power
Supply Unit will offer up to 60W delivery from
the Type-C USB, ideal for laptops, and up to
12W from the Type-A USB which is ideal for
phones and tablets.

QF TUF-R®/HP also integrates perfectly with
our existing QikFit range of products suitable
for commercial offices.

Canister Power Supply Unit

QF30 PSU is a compact QikFit modular inline
AC-DC power supply designed as the ideal
partner for our new TUF HP range of USB
charging modules.

The 42mm Canister PSU converts 240V/110V
AC supply to 24V DC supply providing 60W
of power. The Canister PSU can be installed
directly into all but a few existing OE Electrics
units allowing for High Power USB charging
but with only one entry cable.

With its 30V DC output QF30 PSU can also be
used for charging compatible battery packs
such as our innovative QikPac modular
battery pack due for launch in 2021.

REVERSIBLE

GST18 AC power in/out connectors
allow full compatibility with other QikFit
system modules and OE GST starter and
interconnect cables.

Standard Type A

QF TUF-R®/HP connection

QF30 Power Supply Unit

options:

PolarICE:

TUF-R®/HP

Mains power inlet

OE TUF Type A

30V outlet via GST08

Canister Power Supply Unit
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42mm TUF-R®/HP
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TUF-R®/HP
Cutout
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QF

37.80

46.70

40.30

26.50

159

157
41.50
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QF TUF-R®/HP

41.50

46.70

Mains power outlet via Wieland
GST18i3

Cut out dimensions
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ConfigurationsHave it your way

Canister PSU

QF30 PSU can be configured either inside
one of our QikFit products or connected
externally. Having the PSU connected
externally allows the second unit to be
smaller thus only showing what you need on
the surface. This situation would work well on
a standard workstation, where sockets are
required both above and below the desk.

The round Canister PSU is fitted directly into
one of OE Electrics existing range. Taking
up only one position. The design allows for
a compact solution for High Power USB
delivery.

QF05 TUF-R®/HP
PACE

QF30 PSU

When the PSU is fitted inside the
unit along with the High Power
USB, the unit will need to be longer,
but there is no need for two wires
and the under desk unit can be
connected via a standard Wieland
cable.

QikFit 2 Gang

Poco

Petra

Podium

Peak

QF30 PSU
PACE
QF05 TUF-R®/HP

QikFit 2 Gang

Within both PLUTO and PANDORA the
Canister PSU can be ‘hidden’ inside allowing
all apertures to be utilized.

Pluto
Pandora
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WORKSTATION

Custom Integration
Due to the small form factor of QF TUF-R®/HP,
integrating into your designs is easy. The QF
TUF-R®/HP can be snapped into a suitable
cutout in your design and connected to the
QF PSU further down the line.

Butt connected to 2 gang outlet

QF mounting clips
Phase with TUF-R®/HP

A good example of where TUF-R®/HP
can be integrated is airport seating.
The charger can be placed is an easily
accessible place while the QF PSU is fitted
elsewhere in the design.

CONFERENCE

Alternatively, you can design your own
housing to integrate TUF/HP into your
project.
Get in touch and we’d love to talk to
you about future projects.

QF30 supplying fully integrated TUF-R®/HP modules in airport seating
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OE Head Office: Design,
Manufacturing,
Moulding, Sales
Electronics Manufacturing

oe....
Part of the
largest soft
wiring group
in the world

OE Elsafe: Sales,
Manufacturing,
Design, Electronics

OE Electrics Inc. Sales

OE Dubai: Sales

Key:
OE Headquarters

OE GmbH: Manufacturing,
Sales

Sales
Manufacturing
Electronics Manufacturing

Sales

+44 (0) 1924 367255

email

sales@oeelectrics.co.uk

Quotes

+44 (0) 1924 334014

email

quotes@oeelectrics.co.uk

Website

www.oeelectrics.co.uk

Address
(head office)

OE House, Thomas Maddison Lane,
Calder Park, Wakefield,
West Yorkshire, WF4 3GH

Overseas
Manufacturing
OE Elsafe
tel: +61 (0) 2 9454 7515
email: sales@oeelsafe.com.au
www.oeelsafe.com.au
OE Electrics GmbH
Tel: +49 (0)2261 958 3001
email: info@oeelectrics.de
www.oeelectrics.de

Sales Offices
London
tel: + 44 (0) 20 72539738
email: london@oeelectrics.co.uk

Europe + rest of world
tel: + 49 175 689 7227
email: global@oeelectrics.co.uk

1a Briset Street, London, EC1M 5NR

OE Electrics Inc (USA)
email: sales@oeelectrics.com
www.oeelectrics.com

Middle East
tel: + 971 (0) 50 145 7695
email:
info.middle-east@oeelectrics.co.uk

